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\textbf{Abstract.} This paper examines the inadequacies of the notice-and-consent paradigm in personal data processing, which fails to distribute data economy benefits fairly and degrades data privacy. We explore alternative frameworks like group privacy and contextual integrity that propose a communal and contextual approach to data privacy decisions. Critiquing the consent model for overlooking data externalities and the influence of cognitive biases, we argue against the de facto overreliance on individual consent under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Instead, we advocate for a revised model that integrates group privacy strategies and contextual norms with strategic, selective deployment of active consent. This proposed approach emphasises the balance between individual autonomy, group interests, and communal privacy norms, aiming to empower users with meaningful engagement in consent decisions. We discuss the potential of this model to enhance data privacy in the context of the evolving European Union data spaces and the personal data market.
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Introduction

In this paper, we explore the evolving landscape of data privacy through the lens of the notice-and-consent paradigm, a foundational concept in data protection that requires users to be informed about how their data will be used, and to consent to these practices explicitly, e.g. by ticking a box. Despite being widely adopted, this paradigm has faced significant criticism for failing to ensure genuine user understanding and control, which is exacerbated by the complexity of modern data ecosystems. It has long been claimed that the notice-and-consent paradigm for personal data processing has failed to produce a balanced distribution of data economy benefits, leading to further eroding data privacy\(^1\) levels. As a result, alternative normative theories for governing access to personal data have been developed. Group privacy (Floridi, 2017) and contextual integrity (Nissenbaum, 2009) conceptualise data privacy, and the decision as to whether or not personal data processing is desirable, as something group-based/communal. Consent is often sketched as a pragmatic, though misguided, attempt to solve a collective action problem by attributing individual rights to citizens (Sloan & Warner, 2013). Further criticisms include that the consent paradigm makes abstraction of data externalities (J. P. Choi et al., 2019) as well as the fact that cognitive biases and limitations impede rational decision-making in the data context (Kröger et al., 2021).

Article 4(11) of the General Data Protection Regulation defines consent as being actively, freely given, specific, informed, and unambiguous (The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2016). However, the bar for consent to be meaningful is arguably higher and requires consent to be significant. It is possible for consent to be valid under GDPR sensu stricto, though not meaningful per se. Issues such as information asymmetries and the growing complexity of data ecosystems make privacy self-management impractical. While we agree that consent has its limits, we argue here that the overreliance on consent as a legal basis for processing personal data gets in the way of meaningful consent.

In contrast to scholars propagating doing away with notice-and-consent in its entirety, we think employing a combination of group logics - and institutions - for managing privacy in combination with targeted use of notice-and-consent can produce better outcomes for citizens. This model should incorporate individual autonomy, shared privacy norms and collaborative governance to truly empower users, allowing them to focus on important consent decisions for meaningful engagement. Taking into consideration the deployment of the various data spaces

\(^1\) We will focus on data privacy as privacy and personal data protection are two distinct rights (González Fuster, 2014).
at the European Union level and the emergence of personal data markets, an operationalisation of the combination of these ideas imposes itself.

Our contribution lies in demonstrating the limitations of the current paradigm, while proposing a novel governance framework that balances individual consent with collective privacy considerations, and, finally, providing a starting point for the practical implementation of this model.

Background

The Problem with the Consent Paradigm

Over the past decades, privacy self-management (by consent) has been a central tenet of EU data privacy legislation. It is worth noting that while there are alternative legal bases for processing personal data, consent has emerged as the most popular one, with tech companies promoting its use. Although privacy self-management may seem to promote values such as liberalism and individualism, it often fails to succeed in empowering individuals for three main reasons.

First, existing obstacles to informed and rational privacy choices result from human limitations, bounded rationality and modern data processing (Acquisti et al., 2020; Kröger et al., 2021). As data ecosystems grow in complexity, expecting individuals to manage their privacy settings across a myriad of platforms becomes unrealistic. Consent is repeatedly requested and at inappropriate times, leading to a decrease in active user participation and consent rates (H. Choi et al., 2018). Research indicates that data subjects often lack sufficient knowledge to make informed decisions about disclosing personal information (Acquisti et al., 2020; Park, 2013; Weinshel et al., 2019). The explanations provided in privacy policies are insufficient for users to comprehend the outcomes of their consent. Their overwhelming length and complexity (Kröger et al., 2021; Luger & Rodden, 2014; Obar & Oeldorf-Hirsch, 2020), leads to passive acceptance of privacy terms and conditions rather than informed decision-making. This causes many users to inadvertently give permissions without comprehending the full implications of their choices, including aggregation and inference risks. Crabtree et al. (2017) who investigated privacy in a networked world, claim concerns center on maintaining control over personal and others’ data privacy, managing unauthorized intrusions from the online world, and navigating the impact of networked interactions on personal relationships. The consequences for individuals can be challenging to trace, as they may occur gradually or over time due to multiple data transactions (Lazaro & Le Métayer, 2015; Solove, 2013).

Second, modern data collection and processing creates significant information asymmetries. These asymmetries inhibit data subjects from making informed
privacy choices due to an unfair distribution of opportunities in terms of understanding, knowledge, prediction, and risk assessment (Mantalero, 2014). Information asymmetries mean that access to relevant information is different for different actors. These asymmetries are exacerbated by advancements in information technology that make data practices less visible, making individuals unsure about how much information they share (Acquisti et al., 2013). Information asymmetries become more complex with the growth of online services, policy updates, and users' tendency to disregard these agreements (Bashir et al., 2015).

Third, the current individual-centric consent model fails to address the communal impacts of data sharing and privacy decisions (Fairfield et al., 2015). Data externalities are particularly interesting here, as highlighted by Choi, Jeon, and Kim (2018), who illustrate the discrepancy between individual consent and communal outcomes. Their research demonstrates that even with individual consent, collective privacy can be compromised beyond what is socially optimal due to information externalities and user coordination failures. Moreover, Lovato et al. (2022) emphasise the inadequacy of traditional consent frameworks within digital environments, where a single user's consent can inadvertently expose connected individuals' data (Fairfield et al., 2015; Lovato et al., 2022). When a group of people shares a feature or a combination of features, it is possible to make inferences about them, which is referred to as inferential privacy (Loi & Christen, 2020). Additionally, individual consent decisions may not lead to optimal social outcomes, with privacy risks being both minor and scattered yet significant over time.

While consents under these three reasons could still be formally recorded as valid under GDPR, it is evident that these consents are hardly meaningful.

**Alternative Paradigms**

Various theories have advocated for an improved personal data ecosystem beyond the privacy self-management model. In what follows, we will introduce theories that could facilitate meaningful consent and go beyond the individual, like contextual integrity (Nissenbaum, 2009) and group privacy (Floridi, 2017; Taylor et al., 2017).

Nissenbaum's privacy as Contextual Integrity (CI) emphasises the importance of the appropriateness of information flows rather than solely relying on individual preferences. In CI, privacy is evaluated based on the contextual alignment of information sharing, where specific spheres, encompassing contexts and intended purposes, establish the guidelines for when and how different actors can access data. CI serves as a critical departure from traditional privacy approaches, offering a robust foundation for evaluating information practices based on the collective understanding and norms of a given context. CI has
already been applied in various contexts and formats. Recently, Kumar et al. (2024) defined a roadmap for applying the CI framework in qualitative privacy research in the CSCW field.

Nissenbaum and Solove advocate that privacy and consent decisions must be contextually grounded, recognising that shared perceptions within different environments significantly influence privacy expectations (Nissenbaum, 2019; Solove, 2023). During a conference, a visitor may agree to have their photo taken and shared within the community but may not want the same photo to be used for commercial purposes. This approach underscores that privacy norms and consent mechanisms should be derived from the collective situational awareness and agreed-upon standards within distinct contexts, rather than the isolated preferences of individuals. Multiple studies support this view, illustrating that privacy expectations inherently vary in line with the situational parameters defined by CI (Apthorpe et al., 2018; Martin & Nissenbaum, 2015; Zhang et al., 2022).

Networked privacy (Lampinen, 2015) and group privacy (Floridi, 2017; Taylor et al., 2017) pave the way for alternative models. (Floridi, 2017) argued that groups may have privacy rights that are not reducible to those of their individual members. For example, activist or political groups must protect their strategies, communications, and identities. Exposing such information can threaten their goals and safety, highlighting a collective privacy right tied to their operational integrity and advocacy efforts (Jia & Baumer, 2022; Suh et al., 2018). The focus on group privacy advances the discussion by advocating for the internalisation of information externalities discussed in the previous section and promoting collective decision-making, thereby challenging the traditional individualistic approach. This shift towards group privacy involves developing mechanisms that empower groups to determine their data sharing and privacy standards rather than solely relying on individuals.

The principles of CI and group privacy might be practically facilitated by establishing data intermediaries (von Ditfurth & Lienemann, 2022). Data collective intermediaries like data cooperatives allow their members to have more control over their individual data and to use this data in the interest of their community or the commons (Bietti et al., 2021). Such a system should align with the specific values that a user embodies, and relevant stakeholders should be included in the ownership model. Another example is a data collaborative (Susha et al., 2017), which is a partnership between a private sector entity and a public sector, civil society, or academia entity to use private data for the public good and benefit of society.

CI and group privacy propose interesting perspectives, though they fall short of operationalisation. Seeing the developments at the EU level, there is an imminent need for a revised governance framework for personal data processing, taking into account the learnings from the limitations of consent and the merits of a
contextual group-based view on privacy, while at the same time respecting the individual autonomy of the citizen in deciding what happens with their data and to participate in the data economy.

In what follows, we will present how we think such a model could look like – we will be basing some of the conjectures on the Solid-wave in Flanders, where the government is investing in the development of a personal data ecosystem where citizens exercise control over personal data via a decentralised container, based on the Solid specification.

A Revised Model

We propose a revised model that, while retaining the foundation of individual consent, is significantly enhanced by incorporating contextual cues and group norms into the personal data governance ecosystem. The revised model could be described as a type of semi-automated consent model (Gomer et al., 2014). It aims to address the dynamic nature of privacy expectations by enabling individuals to set consent preferences that are sensitive to different contexts and align with the collective norms of groups they belong to or identify with.

Following CI, it could be acceptable for data controllers to obtain consent only once for various operations as long as they are within the reasonable expectations of the data subject. The GDPR, in Article 6(4), permits the continued processing of personal data for purposes that align with the original collection purpose without requiring new consent. Such expectations can be derived by applying the contextual integrity framework. Adding these expectations to the current paradigm would incorporate both individual sovereignty and automated decisions based on individual preferences and communal values. The revised model aligns with the EU’s efforts on data spaces and data strategy (Susha et al., 2017). We maintain a role for active consent, but only in important privacy decisions. The level of importance attached to the consent decision could vary based on the context, the sensitivity of the information, and the potential consequences of information misuse. To illustrate, people or their caregivers may desire greater authority over the sharing of their medical data because such information is personal and carries the risk of being misused. Likewise, when seeking a loan, a person may require more active consent due to the wide variance in what information flow is deemed acceptable and the absence of community norms.

Group privacy theory argues for data privacy rights for groups that are distinct from those at the individual level. In practice, managing group privacy will necessitate setting up institutions for deliberation and decision-making at the group level. Also, at this level, CI could inform deriving group-based norms to limit the necessary engagement of individual citizens while allowing them to ‘vote’ in more contested group consent matters.
The implementation of a semi-automated consent system could potentially enable meaningful consent. By using CI and group privacy, we can derive acceptable information flows that data subjects could automatically consent to, but this is not fully covered. Difficult or ambiguous information flows still require human oversight. Semi-automated consent mechanisms or intermediaries can work as agents for the data subject to manage their daily consent and privacy decisions.

Following the enactment of the Data Governance Act (DGA), there has been a notable increase in the advocacy for the deployment of data intermediaries. Janssen & Singh (2022) define data intermediaries as entities that "serve as mediators between those wishing to make their data available and those seeking to leverage such data." Examples of such intermediaries include clearinghouses, service catalogues, and data cleaners. As an example, the Flemish government has established a data utility company, a public-private entity, to foster data-sharing ecosystems. They offer services such as infrastructure provision, ecosystem auditing, and standardisation (Digitaal Vlaanderen, n.d.). Such intermediaries could also act as consent intermediaries (Lehtiniemi & Kortesniemi, 2017). Lehtiniemi & Kortesniemi (2017, pp. 10) argue that: “intermediaries could be leveraged to develop tools to mitigate obstacles, helping people understand the decisions they make, better evaluate their consequences, and simplify the decisions themselves.”

A technology of interest that has recently received much traction is Solid (Sambra et al., 2016). Solid allows individuals to store their data in personal online data stores (pods) and manage access through granular consent tools. Integrating this technology with the revised consent model facilitates a more nuanced consent process, where individuals can automate their privacy preferences based on predefined contexts and community standards. Using Solid to obtain consent has been researched by (Florea & Esteves, 2023), who investigated a technical and legal approach to consent. We argue that coding privacy norms or rules into a system as access control policies forms a promising approach, worthy of further exploration and research. This approach not only streamlines consent management for data subjects but also aligns with broader social and ethical norms, reflecting the shift towards more informed and context-aware data practices. Solid as a web standard/interoperable technology should also facilitate setting up data collaboratives, etc., as lack of interoperability is one of the premier hindrances for these institutions to scale (Susha, 2020). In Flanders, the northern part of Belgium, the government has funded a research project to investigate the challenges and opportunities of Solid-enabled Personal Data Store (PDS) ecosystems to improve information flows while safeguarding privacy for citizens. The government-funded PDS-based data ecosystem is attempting to make this work with an eye on allowing citizens to play an active role. Integrating our proposed adaptations could facilitate the shift towards a more
inclusive, transparent, and user-controlled data environment. These developments could facilitate the shift to a semi-automated consent model.

In the revised model, a data subject could manage preferences via a dashboard that can be shared with a group. A primary layer of safeguards can be applied for common, socially acceptable information flows, supplemented with a top layer of personalised preferences.

**Conclusion & Future Research**

In conclusion, the revised model represents a transformative step in personal data governance, combining individual preferences with the nuances of context and group norms. The integration of Solid and the role of data intermediaries illustrate a practical, user-centred approach that aligns with legislative standards like the GDPR and DGA. As long as individuals' privacy choices are falsely painted and perceived as expressions of their freedom and autonomy, there will be little resistance to the status quo. However, future research should focus on several tracks to refine and validate this semi-automated consent model.

First, communal privacy norms need to be derived, which can be programmed into systems as policies. Such policies can reserve active consent for specific instances, but requiring too much effort will adversely affect empowerment. Hence, research on which consents can be automated is necessary. Besides, research is needed to investigate whether the principles and applications of CI, typically considered at the individual level, need to be adapted when these intermediaries are involved, reflecting the potentially different dynamics and privacy concerns at play.

Second, while data intermediaries are the subject of extensive research (Bietti et al., 2021; Janssen & Singh, 2022; Susha et al., 2017; von Ditfurth & Lienemann, 2022), they remain sparsely implemented in real-world settings. Exploring the practical manifestations of novel ecosystems built around these intermediaries is crucial. The concept of data intermediaries often remains obscure to companies and data subjects alike, underscoring the need for research into their adoption and assessing how effectively they balance individual and collective governance approaches. Their development and implementation could ease some of the group privacy concerns while catering to demands for norm-based unburdening of data subjects. However, research is needed on how these group institutions should be managed.

Third, further development of standards, ontologies, and integration of technologies like Solid is needed. Interoperability is key to making the system work for data subjects and avoiding a winner-take-all network effect that leads to insurmountable power asymmetries in the data ecosystem.
Last, exploring a semi-automated consent system's interface and user journey is of considerable importance. Future research should focus on ensuring the remaining consents in the data governance models are genuinely meaningful. This entails investigating strategies for enhancing user understanding and consent quality - what makes consent meaningful, and how can this be achieved? Addressing dark patterns that mislead or manipulate users into providing consent unwittingly and increasing literacy is another vital area. Additionally, research should explore the mechanisms for enhanced enforcement of consent regulations to ensure user decisions are respected and protected.

Although revised consent models provide enhanced protection against tracking and surveillance, they can also introduce new privacy risks and complexities, such as the involvement of additional third parties and the need for disclosing more information. Additionally, these systems require some level of understanding for proper selection and operation, which is something to consider when designing such systems.
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